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Background:
Topic Area:
For Design for Climate Action we are working on revising the Silverton Energy Plan that
Sustainable Silverton has created. The topic area we are covering is Consumption and Waste,
which has been defined by Silverton’s Energy Plan as “the lifecycle of consumer goods from the
extraction of raw materials to manufacturing, packaging, distribution, product use, and
associated energy and resource demands and finally, disposal” (Sustainable Silverton 2019). The
two sub-topics that we have chosen to cover are consumption, recycling, food waste and
composting.
Other Cities’ Mitigation Strategies:
Some current mitigation strategies from other cities include: Corvalis, Oregon has plans
to take a consumption-based GHG inventory and adopt a standard for carbon foot-printing ad
labeling products along with evaluating elements of the supply chain that have the highest impact
on the carbon footprint (Corvallis City Council, 2016). Some of Denton, Texas’ plans are to
evaluate the environmental impacts of products and services and to partner with community
organizations to sponsor clean-up events (Sustainable Denton, 2012). In addition, Eugene aims
to have some of their school districts increase composting and sourcing food locally and to have
Fix-It Fairs to help consumers repair goods and instruct participants on how to make their own
repairs (City of Eugene, 2019). In South Korea, they have increased their food waste recycled
from 2% to 95% by governmental regulation that made dumping food in landfills banned
(Douglas, 2019). Lastly, SanFrancisco has adopted a zero-waste approach through charging
businesses according to the volume of waste and requiring businesses and residents to compost
and recycle (Sf Environment, n.d.). By looking at other cities it has influenced our mitigation
strategies to include tracking GHG inventory, community involvement in consumption and waste
through city events, and to increase government regulation for businesses to be more sustainable.
Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Based on the City of Eugene’s calculated greenhouse gas emissions inventory we can
assume that from the City of Silverton 30% of greenhouse gas emissions come from
consumption (City of Eugene, 2019).

Fig. 1:. Eugene Greenhouse Gas Emissions
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What makes up most of that is food, construction materials, and electronics.

Fig 2: Food

Fig. 3: Building Materials

Fig 4: Electronics

The reason why the consumption sector produces a lot of greenhouse gas emissions is not
because of how it is produced but how it is made. The emissions from the manufacturing and
transportation of consumer goods emit a lot of greenhouse gases. To reduce this, civilians have
to consume fewer products.
Deanna, our GE, interviewed the municipal manager of Republic Services named Julie
Jackson, who explained to us that for Silverton the largest producers of waste are the hospital,
the school district, and Bruce Pac which is a local meat packer (D. Lynn, personal
communication, 2020).
In Silverton, Republic Service collects waste, compost and recycling that has been
produced then hauls it to Pioneer Recycling Services in Clackamas that processes and sorts
through all of the recycled material (D. Lynn, personal communication, 2020). They also send
waste to Transfer Station in Woodburn, a materials recovery facility that can take wet waste as
well as batteries, paint, latex, and used motor oil. In addition, they send composting, food waste,
and yard debris to Pacific Region Compost Facility. Finally they send all their waste to Covanta,
an incinerator, or as they like to call it, energy from the waste facility (D. Lynn, personal
communication, 2020).

Fig 5. Republic Services. (n.d.). Trash Pickup. https://www.republicservices.com/residents

Covanta is a large green-house gas emitter. For Salem, Oregon in 2016 they sent 46,469
metric tons of solid waste to a landfill which resulted in 2,376 metric tons of CO2 emissions;
conversely, they sent 46,250 metric tons of solid waste to Covanta which produced 15,744
metric tons of CO2 emissions (Cascadia Partners, 2019). So that being said, the Covanta
Incinerator produces far more CO2 emissions than a landfill. Furthermore, the incinerator poses
an environmental justice problem because as Lisa Arkin, an Executive Director of Beyond
Toxics has stated: “communities with a 7-mile radius of Covanta’s pollution stacks rank in the
88th percentile for cancer and respiratory risks (using National Air Toxics Assessment data) and
83rd percentile for minority, low-income and linguistically-isolated compared to other areas in
Oregon” (Gaia, 2019).
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Fig. 6. Covanta. (n.d.). Covanta Marion. https://www.covanta.com/Our-Facilities/Covanta-Marion

As population growth increases by about 10% a year or 1000 people annually in the City
of Silverton there will be an exponential amount of greenhouse gas emissions produced from
consumption and waste because there are going to be more people who are going to consume and
throw out products. Marion County has already estimated the amount of waste generated up
until 2030 in Table 5.1 of their Solid Waste Assessment Report (Drennen Consulting Services
LLC, 2016). So we can assume that Silverton will follow the upward trend of waste generated
for the following years.

Fig. 7 Drennen Consulting Services LLC. (2016). Table 5. Solid Waste Assessment Report.
https://www.co.marion.or.us/PW/ES/disposal/programs/SWMAC/Documents/Final%20Marion%20Co%20Assessment%20May
%2016%202016.pdf

Inventory of Community Assets:
Some organizations that are in Silverton that are doing important work in consumption
and waste are: Sustainable Silverton, Marion County, and Republic Services. Sustainable
Silverton has created the current Energy Plan and is working with us to revise a new one.
Marion County has several recycling resources posted on their website and have programs such
as Master Recycler Program and EarthWise. The Master Recycler Program that focuses on
community outreach by training people go into their community to create projects that focus on
waste prevention, speak to groups about recycling and reducing waste, work with schools and
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other organizations to help improve their recycling program, etc. (Marion County, n.d.)
EarthWise provides environmental assistance to businesses in Marion County to incorporate
environmentally friendly practices into their establishment (Marion County, n.d.). Finally
Republic Service is the corporation that picks up all the recycling and waste in Silverton. In a
conversation with Julie Jackson the Municipal Manager she estimates that in 2018 the total
amount of waste produced in Silverton was 10,223 tons. She also said that in Silverton the
amount of residential tons of waste was 2,407, for commercial it was 2,326 and for industrial it
was 5,490 (D. Lynn, personal communication, 2020).

Fig. 8. 2018 Waste Produced in Silverton bar graph

Climate Change and Extreme Weather Impact on Community Assets:
The most prominent climate change impacts will be extreme heat and fire. These weather
impacts will disproportionately impact vulnerable communities such as older people, minorities,
and people of a lower income. Extreme heat will impact the health and well-being of the
community through the risk of heat stroke further impacting community assets that are able to
provide adequate cooling systems like the community center or cool off in such as the pool. This
extreme heat will then have an impact on the amount of trash waste produced. With the added
time out of the house, community members will be transporting food items and beverages in
single use plastics creating more waste. The changing climate will also have an impact on how
well local produce will be able to grow. This increased difficulty will raise the prices of
agricultural goods causing consumers to purchase more package food resulting in a higher
possibility of food insecurity. Lastly, there is the added risk of large fires. Large fires could
displace people from their homes which would impact community facilities as the town
supported those affected by the fire.
The communities that are going to be more largely impacted by climate change are the
people who have less access to resources such as older people, minorities, and low income.
Although resources may be available, with these communities there is an added difficulty of
transportation, time, and location to be able to fully take advantage of what the city has to offer.
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Action Framework:

Vision:
By 2030, the city of Silverton has significantly reduced consumption
and waste which contributes to the city being healthier, cleaner, and
economically sustainable

Fig. 9 Vision: Green city

Goals:
1. Reduce the Amount of Consumption by 25% by 2030.
2. Reduce the amount of waste produced by the city 50% by 2030.
3. Increase composting while reducing food waste.

Fig. 10. Life Cycle Analysis

Goal #1: Reduce the Amount of Consumption by 25% by 2030
Strategy #1: Increasing Reuse.
After China has decided to no longer take a majority of America’s recycling it presents a
great opportunity to change Silverton’s behavior from producing a lot of waste to learning how
to reuse products.
Actions:
1. Increase policies that decrease the use of single-use items by 50% through
banning and raising prices of certain products.
2. Implement incentives to increase the use of reusable items by 2030.
Co-Benefits:
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-

Citizens will spend less money because they will not be buying and consuming more
things.
- Improves the health of citizens because they are incentivised to purchase food with less
packaging.
- The city will be cleaner because there will be less trash.
Strategy #2: Education
Educating the public about consumption and waste thorough events, programs and
community meetings is imperative to reducing consumption in Silverton because community and
individual involvement is the most effective way to decrease consumption.
Actions:
1. Hold community meetings about consumption and waste every other month for
the public.
2. Start an annual waste reduction event that educates the public about waste and
consumption and has stations to provide DIY services that show the citizens how
they can reuse and fix their products by 2022.
3. Develop a consumption-based GHG Inventory and label products based on carbon
footprinting.
Co-Benefits:
- Educational opportunity for citizens to learn how to reuse and fix their own products.
- Increase involvement in the community.
- Creates transparency between companies, city, and community through seeing how much
GHG is being produced for an item.
- Saves the citizens money because they will be able to repurpose instead of consuming
stuff.
Goal #2: Reduce the amount of waste produced by the city 50% by 2030
Strategy #1: Increase recycling efficiency/rate and sustainability
Sending waste to be sent to multiple corporations produces a lot of greenhouse gas
emission so in efforts to decrease greenhouse gas emissions it is imperative to reduce the amount
of waste through more efficient recycling and increasing sustainability.
Actions:
1. Decrease trash can size and increase recycling bin size (64 gal recycling bin, 32
gals composting bin, 16 gal trash bin) by 2022.
2. Increase resource efficiency in schools and other organizations .
Co-benefits:
- City will be cleaner because there is going to be less trash around.
- Reduce an individual's carbon footprint by limiting the amount of trash they can produce.
Strategy #2: Business Agreement
It is important to have local businesses on board with sustainable development goals
because they supply consumer goods to the citizens.
Actions:
- Update franchise agreement with Republic Service to include commercial
composting and regulations for how much waste is sent to Covanta.
- Mandate local business participation in local programs such as Marion County
Master Recycling classes and EarthWise by 2025.
Co-Benefits:
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-

The city will be cleaner and healthier because local businesses will be implementing
programs that maintain the wellbeing of the city and customers.
Goal #3: Increase composting while reducing food waste
Strategy #1: Increase city wide composting
Decreasing food waste through increasing composting will decrease the amount of waste
that the city produces.
Actions:
- Policy to require or incentivize businesses to donate or compost food waste.
- Have Republic send commercial compost to local farms and community gardens
- Ensure the compost is used locally and sustainably.
- An education campaign to reduce food was and increase composting in
households.
Co-Benefits:
- Through taking in compost from businesses and sending it to community gardens it gives
back to the community
- Improves the health of the environment by maintaining healthy soil
Analysis of Silverton’s Energy Plan:
After analyzing Silverton’s current energy plan their strategies and actions (which can be
seen below: Table 10, 11,12) for consumption and waste are too broad and vague. After reading
Boswell’s Chapter 5: Emission Reduction Strategies (2011), the author suggests that the
emission reduction strategies should include “an estimate of GHG reductions, a funding source, a
phasing plan...an entity or department responsible for implemental and identification of an
indicator that will allow for effectiveness to be monitored” (Boswell, 2011) The Silverton
Energy Plan has no mention of any of the details above which makes their actions hard to
quantify and track. So going forward, the new plan should specify green-house gas emissions
targets and include data-based goals.

Fig. 11. Sustainable Silverton. (2019). Table 10 and 11. Silverton Energy Plan.
https://sci.uoregon.edu/sites/sci1.uoregon.edu/files/silverton_energy_plan_2019.pdf
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Fig 12. Sustainable Silverton. (2019). Table 12 - Mitigation. Silverton Energy Plan.
https://sci.uoregon.edu/sites/sci1.uoregon.edu/files/silverton_energy_plan_2019.pdf
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Implementation and Monitoring:

Fig. 13. Implementation Table 1

Fig. 14. Implementation Table 2

Fig. 15. Implementation Table 3

Fig. 16. Implementation Table 4
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Selected Priority Strategy:
Our selected priority strategy is to come up with recommendations for Silverton’s new
franchise agreement with Republic Services. The franchise agreement is a contract that lays out
at is services Republic is expected to provide for the City of Silverton and the types of things
Silverton is responsible for. We have chosen this priority strategy because it will be easy to
implement since the Solid Waste Management Ordinance they had with United Disposal
Services is over and now they are working with Republic Services to create a franchise
agreement. This means that we are able to advocate for more sustainable actions in the new
agreement.
Recommendations for the City of Silverton and Republic Services Franchise Agreement:
- Republic Services will provide commercial composting services that will collect all
composting and food waste produced by businesses. All of the collected compost and
food waste will be sent to community gardens in Silverton to provide free nutrients to
keep the soil healthy for the community to grow plants in the garden. There is a lot of
food waste that is produced by local businesses which has been sent to landfills but by
collecting it and putting it in community gardens it will provide co-benefits such as
creating healthier soil for the citizens of Silverton.
- Bench Marks:
- Track the amount of local businesses that implement composting services
until all of the businesses in Silverton have composting services.
- Have composting sent to one community garden and then gradually start
sending them to more.
- Republic Services hauler will send 100% of Silverton’s waste to the landfill instead of the
Covanta Energy from Waste Facility. This will decrease the amount of greenhouse gas
emission produced and reduce how much toxic pollution that harms the communities
around Covanta.
- Bench Marks:
- Once franchise agreement is signed all the waste collected from Silverton
will be sent to landfill.
- Republic Services will provide recycling, waste, and compost receptacles for not just the
semi-annual “City Clean-up Campaign” and the annual but also all of the City's major
community events. Community events have been known for increasing consumption and
waste in a short amount of time which is why it is important that all of waste is collected
to keep the streets of Silverton clean.
- Bench Marks:
- Republic Service will first implement recycling, waste, and compost
receptacles for sustainable themed events then gradually expand to doing
all of the events
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Specific Planning and Design Recommendation:
There is a national nonprofit called Keep America Beautiful. KAP’s mission statement is
to create “a country in which every community is a clean, green, and beautiful place to live”
Through providing expertise, programs, and resources, this nonprofit works to prevent littering,
increase recycling, and be a resource to help communities help themselves.
Keep America Beautiful has a nationwide initiative, America Recycles day. Thousands of
communities across the country participate by promoting environmental citizenship through
festivals and events.
By combining Silverton’s love of art, community, and sustainability, Silverton’s First
Annual Recycling for Mother Nature Festival will be an amazing event to encourage recycling
while inspiring artistic pursuits within the community.
Silverton’s First Annual Recycling for Mother Nature Festival
This event title is aimed at showing the positive impact that recycling can have on the
environment and community so that even if people are uninterested in the idea of recycling, the
concept of sustainability and mother nature help to create a wider interested audience.
Festival Location
The Oregon Garden OR Coolidge McClain and Old Mill Parks
These are two potential options for where this festival may take place. The Oregon
Garden has the capacity as well as the amenities and parking necessary for such an event.
However the location being further from downtown raises the question of accessibility. The
second option is Coolidge McClain and Old Mill Parks. These public parks are located close to
downtown and are already frequently visited making this a well-known space throughout the
community and therefore making the festival more inviting to community members. The
downside with this location is that there is limited parking and restrooms as well as the park
already being under heavy use increasing the human impact on site.
With both of these locations, an incentive towards carpooling, biking, or walking should
be placed to start the idea of greener living before community members are even at the festival.
Incentives could include green solutions to everyday life such as tote bags, reusable produce
bags, or reusable kitchen ware. Another motivator would perhaps be an added activity or extra
chance at the activity such as perhaps a sustainable obstacle course, dump truck tour, or raffle
give away with prizes donated by local community partners that are active towards recycling.
Potential Community Partners
Pioneer Recycling Services
Republic Services
Event Schedule
Most America Recycles Day occurs in the weeks leading up to November 15th, which is
known as Recycling Day. However, the largest attendance to an outdoor event such as the
festival would be in the later days of spring. Having a festival near the end of the school year and
before summer allows children the time and opportunities to put their recycling knowledge to
work. Activities such as the creation of recycled musical instruments and the recycled material
art contest can be easily carried out in a household setting and stimulate young minds while
reusing would be wasted materials
Festival Activities
Local Vendors
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Local vendors would be invited to showcase their own sustainable products and services
while also encouraging the support of small businesses. This aspect of the festival could
be used as a farmer’s market.
Example: Sarasota County America Recycles Day (Sarasota County, Florida)
Food Carts
Food carts would encourage community members to increase their stay and participation
in the recycling festival. These food carts could also be local vendors and most
importantly should be using reusable kitchen ware like forks and plates. If single use
items are needed to be used such as receipts an installation could be used to showcase
the amount of paper waste created in a day while also educating about the amount of
paper waste per household, state, and country.
Educational Presentations
The most important part of this festival is to motivate occasional recyclers to be
everyday recyclers. While there should be educational aspects spread throughout the
entirety of the fair, a purely educational space where volunteers are available to answer
questions is important as well. An educational space could feature trivia, recycle bottle
prep, and a compost demonstration.
Example: Sarasota County America Recycles Day (Sarasota County, Florida)
Recycling Collection Competition
While recycling collections are great, there is little incentive for people to bring their
waste to the event sites rather than just throwing away these items at their place of
living. If a competition were to be made out of the collection process based on weight or
proper bottle prep before the recycling collection, people would be more likely to
participate. This process could be used as the opportunity to educate the community
about the importance of recycling, the recycling process, and how to properly clean and
prep recyclable objects before throwing them away.
Dumpster Painting- ages 2 and up
Dumpster painting is used as an opportunity to reclaim discarded space. By making
waste receptacles more aesthetically pleasing, this increases the sense of ownership over
what is placed into the painted dumpsters causing people to be tidier about throwing
away waste while also encouraging community members to properly sort their waste
into the proper bins.
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Fig. 17. Example: Sarasota County America Recycles Day (Sarasota County, Florida)

Sustainable Swap- ages 10 and up
The sustainable swap would feature spaces to trade clothes, toys, and art materials. These
target materials can of course be broadened to also include games, books, and other
items. A clothing swap would encourage community members to not purchase fast
fashion clothing while also getting to meet others who have similar tastes to their own
sparking more community. This booth could also be used as a space to educate on the
amount of clothes that is thrown away each year and how many people are in need of
new clothes. Similarly with the clothing swap, an art material swap would be used to
encourage sustainable artists to meet and reduce the amount of waste that is being thrown
away when others could use the pieces. And in hopes to broaden the age range of people
who are able to participate in this sustainable swap, a toy and game swap is also
encouraged to teach children about more sustainable practices of getting a new toy and to
teach children about what it is like to trade items with others.
Example: Keep Knoxville Beautiful (Knoxville, Tennessee)
Recycled Musical Instruments- ages 5 up
This activity would be one of the interactive booths where a few volunteers may be
needed to assist with the facilitation of materials and tools. At this activity, children will
be able to use recycled bottles and cans, reusable wood and string to create musical
instruments encouraging creativity, musical interest, and sustainable thinking.
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Fig. 18. Example: Art of Recycling Festival (Portland, Oregon)

Recycled Material Art Contest- ages 5 to 18
This contest is to encourage reusing materials for school aged children which instills the
idea of sustainability before the larger event takes place. An Art Contest encourages
ownership, creativity, and healthy competition between peers. If possible a local art
supply drop off should be started to help students’ access materials for their projects.
These Art Pieces can then be used as a viewing gallery where community members are
able to vote on their favorite pieces further generating a sense of ownership. After the
festival, the sculptures should then be displayed in various community buildings inspiring
more participants for the following year.
Example: Student Recyclables Art Contest (Sarasota County, Florida)
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